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Abstract
In this essay, I explore the relationship between childhood, memory, and place in the
largely suburban landscape of Ajax, Ontario. To do so, I conducted an oral history project with
eight individuals who shared their stories and memories of growing up in the town. I argue that
personal place memories demonstrate a close relationship between life histories and material
changes in the local landscape. I also explore the many ways in which kids in postwar Ajax spent
their leisure time, as this was a recurring theme in the interviews. Indeed, Ajax’s suburban
characteristics as a planned place, especially the development projects of the 1950s, combined
with its many natural and open areas such as its beloved waterfront, had a crucial impact on
participants’ childhoods. In the final section, I explore the ways in which people have responded
to or resisted changes in their community, and what this ultimately means to be an Ajax resident
today.
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Introduction
“Everything was free and easy. You could just get up in the morning, when it was still school and play with
your friends, and whatever. And it was a free, freer life, I think.” 1

During World War II, and the decade thereafter, Ajax’s hospital was a small building
located on Kings Crescent nearby Exeter Road in the very centre of town. It was a tiny frame
structure with only twelve beds. It opened in 1941 for employees of the newly-created Defence
Industries Limited, and it continued to grow in capacity. The hospital served the town more
broadly after the war, especially when it was rebuilt in 1953, consisting of forty-seven beds.2 Its
current building, now called the Rouge Valley Health System, is significantly larger still, and is
located further south down Ajax’s main street, Harwood Avenue, from the original 1941
hospital. It was there that Anne Rybak experienced important memories, which she shared with
me, as she recalled her childhood and adult life in Ajax.
The hospital was a space imbued with meaning in many stages of Anne’s life. These
included childhood memories of trying to visit her mother who was a patient there, by peeking
through the window because the staff restricted children visiting at the time. Born in 1946, she
remembers when her father put up new curtains for the hospital’s newest addition, and where she
used to hang out and hike with Girl Scouts when the surrounding area was all fields. “We’d go
down near the hospital,” she recalls. “There was a big rock. I’d get my friend. She had a dog, and
it was a big rock, right near the hospital, and like the old hospital, and fields, always fields,” and
they would sit on the rock and look out at the landscape in front of them.3 Finally, the same
hospital was where she landed her first full-time job after returning to Ajax from Toronto with a

1

Anne Rybak, (Ajax Resident), Interview by Kelsea McKenna, May 2017. Please refer to the map on page 4 for the
location of street names.
2
Marjorie Ludlow Green, “A Call to Arms: The DIL Years,” in A Town Called Ajax, ed. Archie MacDonald (Ajax
Historical Board: Ajax, 1995), 45. A Pictorial History of Ajax 1941-72, 118.
3
Rybak, interview.
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family, and worked there for thirty years.
As Anne took me for a drive around the hospital, she pointed out where the original part
was, where the emergency used to be, the former nurses’ residence (in a building now called the
Mental Health Program), and how the hospital used to be on one floor. There was no East or
West Wing, but it was divided into different sections. The current main building has at least four
storeys, put into place after a 1991 addition, with smaller structures behind it, and bigger parking
lots. Where there were once fields, the area is now heavily populated with schools, houses, and
apartment buildings, as well as the current Ajax Community Centre to the northwest. “I used to
go back and visit my old ward at the beginning, but now they’ve locked the doors,” Anne
laments.4 While looking at old places, new wards, and parking lots during our drive, I noticed
that Anne’s memories of the hospital were as much about her own personal growth and change
as the building’s own architectural history. Although she does not recall the hospital’s original
location on Kings Crescent, its current site still represents dramatic change within her lifetime.
For Anne, and for the others we will meet in this essay, experiencing change was especially
important. The hospital, like other spaces interviewees pointed out to me, exemplifies not only
the growth of a small postwar town into a thriving municipality of the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA), but it also speaks to how Ajax residents reflect on the place they still call home.
This Masters Research Essay is a testament to my hometown and a place with a personal
connection. I also intend to tell a story about remembering Ajax through oral history interviews,
where participants often reflected on themes of growth and change. Recollections of one’s own
childhood in a postwar Canadian and suburban community, such as Ajax, have a substantial role
in the relationship between memory and change. Anne’s example of tracing her life story

4

Ibid.
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alongside the hospital’s, exemplifies this relationship, and she was a witness of the major
transformations of Ajax’s physical landscape.

Figure 1:
Front entrance of the Ajax Pickering General Hospital on Harwood Avenue in 1966.
Source: Town of Ajax, Ajax Public Library Digital Archive: http://images.ourontario.ca/ajax/82171/data?n=7
Photographer Unknown.

My focus is on Ajax’s early years between the years 1945 to 1975, because participants
interviewed are between the ages of 58-96 who grew up or spent their childhood and teenage
years there during this time. Nearly all of them still live in Ajax today, while most grew up in the
1950s, with a select few who arrived a couple of years to a decade later, and have now moved
elsewhere. All but one of my interviewees were not actually born in Ajax, and most moved there
between the ages of three to six years old, from either Toronto or as far away as New York or
England. (See Table 1.) Therefore, the average age of participants range from early sixties to
seventies. During the 1950s, Ajax was predominantly comprised of residents with an AngloScottish or Irish background, and almost all interviewees came from a family background
consisting of British immigrants.5

5

Based off information provided by participants about their family background. Mayor Steve Parish and Denis
O’Sullivan discuss this further in their interview.

4

Figure 2:
Map of Ajax’s main downtown area, featuring key points of interest mentioned in this essay. Note: Harwood
Avenue sits in the middle, running north to south, and ends where the Ajax Waterfront is marked (bordered by Lake
Ontario).
Source: Kelsea McKenna, Google My Maps:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vRvrj_UnTnNWguMdXjBouj4NqI0&usp=sharing
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Table 1: List of participants by name, including date of birth, birthplace, gender, and year they
were born or moved to Ajax. (DOB = Date of Birth; M/F = Male/Female)

Name

George
Oxenholm

Jean
Hall

Anne
Rybak

Steve
Parish

Denis
Don
O’Sullivan Terry

Gerry
McKenna

1944

1944

1946

1952

1953

1958

1959

Birthplace Davis, SK
(city and
province/
state or
country)

Brooklyn,
NY

England

Toronto,
ON

Oshawa,
ON

Toronto,
ON

Ajax,
ON

North Bay,
ON

Gender

F

M

F

F

M

M

M

M

Year
moved to
Ajax

1942

1950

1957

1950

1952

1959

Born
in
Ajax

1971

DOB

Louise
Johnson

1921

Through the course of my interviews, participants expressed an appreciation for Ajax’s
most popular natural landscapes, especially the Lake Ontario waterfront.6 Other places, such as
Duffins Creek, or those unexplored, “fringe” areas outside of town provided unlimited and
unsupervised spaces for children to play. The combination of rural landscapes and the built
environment which defines Ajax as a geographic entity, is a major theme of the postwar period.
Participants also expressed a close affiliation to specific buildings, such as the Ajax Plaza on
Harwood Avenue, where parents bought their groceries, and kids got a milkshake after school.
Some of them grew up in the original Wartime Homes Village originally built for Defence
Industries Limited employees. Others moved later into some of Ajax’s first postwar suburbs.

6

As shown on the map, Ajax’s Waterfront Trail is also a part of the greater Trans Canada Trail.
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(See Figure 2).7 My essay will touch upon how places are preserved in memory, and how they
differ depending on perceptions about change. Therefore, I wish to argue from this oral history
project that growing up in postwar Ajax reveals how memories of one’s childhood and youth
shaped by the rapid growth and transformation of their hometown. Multiple testimonies reveal a
narrative about Ajax as a developing entity from a small town to a major part of the GTA
metropolis. Furthermore, through writing about Ajax and childhood, I want to show the ways in
which memory manifests itself alongside the dominant theme of growing up.
Ajax is about fifty kilometres east of Toronto, and is a part of both the GTA and the
Regional Municipality of Durham. With a population of close to 120 000, it is in fact the
smallest of the Region’s municipalities.8 While occupying a portion of the Lake Ontario
shoreline, Ajax is known today for its waterfront and the trails surrounding it, as well as its
maintenance of many parks and greenbelts in the area. The town takes great pride in its wartime
history, beginning with the creation of Defence Industries Limited. At the same time, I do not
want to deny the many years or decades before World War II. Albeit small, Ajax has always
maintained a small settler population within scattered farmlands. The historic Pickering Village
area, incorporated into Ajax in 1974, was a white pioneering settlement established in 1795, and
many of its heritage buildings still stand today.9 While Ajax as a settler region dates much
further back, this essay is mainly about my participants’ stories during the postwar years. It is
important to understand the significance of Ajax’s World War II origins, mostly because of how
participants recall their hometown today. As the site of Defence Industries Limited (DIL), a

7

The suburbs I will be referring to are predominantly located on the map between Harwood Avenue and Pickering
Beach Road to the east, and between Harwood and Lake Driveway Road to the southwest.
8
Statistics Canada, Census Profile, 2016 Census: Ajax [Census Subdivision], Ontario and Ontario [Province.] and
Town of Ajax Official Plan Office Consolidation. January 15, 2016.
9
Ken Smith, “The Village of Pickering,” in A Town Called Ajax, ed. Archie MacDonald (Ajax: Ajax Historical
Board, 1995), 115.
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munitions factory which operated between 1941 and 1945, and employed about 9000 workers,
this history resonates the loudest within the collective memories of Ajacians today.10
This essay is organized chronologically. After a discussion of method and related
historiographies, the essay has three sections roughly organized by eras in the town’s formation.
The first deals with the wartime growth of Ajax, traces of which were experienced by my
interviewees. The second covers the period when Ajax became a planned suburban town, mixing
elements of rural nature and new, modern architecture. The third section reflects on the presentday. In this section, I explore how my interviews about the past were also commentaries and
reflections on more recent changes in Ajax.
The main themes of my essay, childhood, urban change, memory, and place, stem
principally from the interviews I conducted. I asked interviewees a series of questions, which I
sent to them in advance of the interview, about their earliest memories, neighbourhood, school,
church, and about local history as well as present-day Ajax. Conducting the interviews,
transcribing them, and then working with them as evidence, required me to consider the many
contexts at play; the variety of childhood experiences and upbringings that interviewees offered,
my role as an academic –especially with respect to ethics—and the place and time, or setting of
these interviews.11
In addition to my interviews, I consulted archival and library material to account for
Ajax’s urban history, especially its population and the issues facing postwar suburban

10

Date and figure from interview with Louise Johnson, (Ajax Bomb Girl), interview by Kelsea McKenna, May
2017.
11
The Canadian Oral History Reader (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015), edited by Kristina R.
Llewellyn, Alexander Freund, and Nolan Reilly provides a useful guide for methodology, interpretation, and
preservation of oral narratives. In particular, the first section deals with oral history practices and ethics, especially
Nancy Janovicek’s “Oral History and Ethical Practices after TCPS2” (Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical
Research Involving Humans). In addition, Stacey Zembrzycki offers a brief chapter titled, “Sharing Authority with
Baba,” where she reflects on the challenges in regards to ethics but also with collaboration and negotiation featured
in her book, According to Baba (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2014).
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development. Records from federal census data from 1961 until 1981, as well as population
figures were graciously shared with me by the Ajax Archives via email.12 The Ajax Public
Library has an extensive collection of maps, city plans, and local history books about Ajax’s war
years, including a large, collaborative book titled, A Town Called Ajax (1995). Significant
literature has been written about postwar city planning, which laid the foundation for new
suburban sprawls across Canada’s big cities.13
Oral history was a useful means to engage meaningfully with others and to address my
particular research questions: How do personal memories reflect, emphasize, or challenge Ajax’s
grand narrative of a town built through wartime experiences? How do life stories about growing
up represent Ajax as a place, especially as a postwar suburbia?14 Many historians over the years
have gravitated towards the field of oral history, which had its first origins in Canada around the
1970s.15 The Canadian Oral History Reader traces the early years of being an oral historian,
especially as an advocate for democratizing history, amidst the rise of social histories, which
focuses on certain topics from the “bottom-up.”16 This movement brought the study of history
more directly into the community itself, and “encouraged greater understanding between

12

Census data for Ajax’s population was not started until 1952, because especially between 1941-1946, residents
were tenants, which meant no one owned any property. Ajax did not have any municipal elections until 1955 when it
became a town. I can estimate during the war years, there were as many as almost 9000, in terms of Defence
Industries Limited Employees.
13
Robert McGeachy, “The CMHC in Ajax,” Ontario History 98,2. (2006): 209-225 supplements my own analysis
of the work of Ajax’s CMHC architect, Kent Barker.. I will also be referring to a short essay by Richard White who
discusses Don Mills’ development as well as Ajax and the CMHC in Toronto an American City: Aspects of its
Postwar Planning, 1940-1960,” American Review of Canadian Studies 44:1 (2014): 68-81.
14
The secondary literature I consulted consisted mainly of works by Mona Gleason, Neil Sutherland, and Cynthia
Comacchio about Canadian youth and childhood. Sutherland’s Growing Up: childhood in English Canada from the
Great War to the age of television (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997) and Gleason’s Normalizing the
Ideal: psychology, schooling, and the family in postwar Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999) are
both useful for further reading. I had also benefitted from literature in place memories, most notably James Opp and
John C. Walsh’s Placing Memory and Remembering Place in Canada (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010), which is a
series of essays that reflect specifically on local meanings of place.
15
Alexander Freund, Kristina R. Llewellyn, and Nolan Reilly, “Introduction,” in The Canadian Oral History
Reader, 4.
16
Ibid, 8.
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generations.”17 Oral history also allows us to conceptualize the relationship between history as an
academic study and the practice of ethics, having conversations, and the agency to tell a story. It
provides historians with the interpersonal skills needed to engage meaningfully with members of
the public and promote good interviewer/interviewee relationships.18 A case study which
emphasizes the concept of “sharing authority” through oral history is Stacey Zembrzycki’s
According to Baba. In her book, Zembrzycki, who interviewed elderly adults from Sudbury’s
Ukrainian community, reflects on both ethics and the benefits and challenges of negotiation.19
By allowing a part of Ajax’s history to be told by its people, there is a richer narrative told by
them through their own memories and stories. This makes them historians in their own right.

From DIL to the “Fully Planned Model Town:”
Ajax’s transformation into a postwar community was the direct result of the military and
political necessities of the Second World War on Canada’s home front. The need for a suitable,
undeveloped area to construct a new shell-filling plant, and to supply ammunition for the war
effort prompted the Canadian government to expropriate roughly 3000 acres of land in 1941
from the area called Pickering Township at the time.20 Headed by the Crown corporation,
Canadian Industries Limited, Ajax was considered an ideal spot for a plant due to security

17

Janovicek, Nancy, “Oral History and Ethical Practices: TCPS2,” in The Canadian Oral History Reader, 77.
Ibid, 79. In terms of interviewer/interviewee relationships, my father Gerry McKenna, is the only participant with
whom I have an established personal connection. I also met Don Terry through Gerry, who was one of his friends
from Ajax High School. Otherwise, my interviewees had no prior connection to me. The interview procedure was
generally the same for all participants, except being previously familiar with Gerry’s upbringing and family
background for obvious reasons. (Refer to Appendix B for more information about interviews and recruitment).
19
Stacey Zembrzycki, According to Baba: A Collaborative History of Sudbury’s Ukrainian Community,
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 2014). Zembrycki’s own experience with her Baba is unique, and reminds us to consider
the importance of learning simply through the interview process itself.
20
McGeachy, “Ajax and CMHC,” 215. The expropriated area was initially a small dairy farming community, from
which many displaced residents moved to Pickering Village.
18
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reasons, being a moderate distance from Toronto, and because of the services available for
transportation and water supply.21 By the end of that year, Ajax’s physical landscape had
undergone rapid transformation, from a sparse, rural settler community to a massive, fullyoperational industrial complex, called Defence Industries Limited (DIL) with thousands of men
and women employed. Roughly 7000 of the 9000 employed were women, who identify
themselves, or are known by locals today as the Ajax Bomb Girls.22
I had the opportunity to interview Louise Johnson, who was an Ajax Bomb Girl and a
long-time resident. Today, she still lives in the same house on Glynn Street that she moved into
in 1943, while employed with DIL. Born in Davis, Saskatchewan, Louise answered the call from
Pickering Works for female employees to work at a shell-filling plant in 1942 at the age of
twenty-one. It was a chance for her, like thousands of young women across Canada, to find work
and contribute towards the Allied war effort.23 “Mostly women didn’t go out into the field,”
Louise told me. “Usually, they just married the boy next door. I didn’t do that.”24 She spent the
next two to three years at DIL, working eight-hour shifts every day except Sunday in one of the
four production lines, filling shells with cordite. This new wartime community that Louise lived

21

Ibid, 25.
Between 2012 and 2013, Global aired the TV Series titled, Bomb Girls, a Canadian creation based on the
experiences at Ajax’s Defence Industries Limited. During our interview, Louise Johnson said that the show helped
raise Ajax’s historical profile, and the producers met with her and “sat where [I’m] sitting now, and listened to the
story.” For further reading, consult Joan Sangster’s essay which critically analyzes the series, titled “Bomb Girls,
Gender, and Working Class History,” Labour/Le Travail 25 (2015).
23
Jennifer Stephen writes specifically about women’s employment during Canada’s welfare state years, including
government recruitment for aid in the Second World War through the National Selective Service (NSS). In her book,
Pick one intelligent girl: employability, domesticity, and the gendering of Canada’s welfare state, 1939-1957
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), Stephen describes the NSS as a broad policy which intertwined home
and workplace for women during the war. Included in the NSS was covering costs for traveling to job postings,
providing dormitories and access to medical attention, as well as daycare for children, and job training specifically
geared towards women. Therefore, there were many incentives for women to travel elsewhere to work at the time.
However, the very same techniques to help mobilize women were used to achieve the opposite effect after the war,
and demobilized women into domestic or low-waged jobs. Louise said that the years immediately after DIL was the
most difficult time in her life until she had her first child, due to the absence of work.
24
Johnson, interview. Louise also points out that university education for women during her time was highly
unusual. She completed her grade ten certificate by mail to Regina, which she is “very proud” of.
22
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and worked was a giant industrial complex, including a steam plant, recreation hall, hospital, and
men’s and women’s residences, all of which were situated along Ajax’s main drag, Harwood
Avenue. (See Figure 2). According to Louise, all of the buildings were brand new and clean, and
the factory was “very well-run and very safety oriented.”25 It was during this time when people,
mostly women, came together from across Canada, and began to establish their roots in Ajax.26
Immediately after the war, a few of the facilities were kept in order to accommodate
university students, and later refugees. Under a partnership with the federal government, the
University of Toronto’s Faculty of Engineering established a satellite campus in some of its old
buildings for student veterans.27 When the campus closed in 1949, the former women’s
residences which housed these students were turned into dormitories for families from refugee
camps from places like Yugoslavia and East Germany. Their contributions to Ajax’s
development as a town was especially important to George Oxenholm during his years growing
up, whose family established a close community circle with them and helped them successfully
integrate.28 George said his aunt worked in the camps, and his family got to hear first-hand some
stories by refugee families of the difficulties they faced. Since many of his relatives came from
Scotland, which was bombed during the war, he told me that they related to them on a certain
level.

25

Ibid.
At this time, Ajax was on its way to getting its own name. A contest was held in 1942 to name a new DIL post
office, as Pickering Village was in dire need of assistance due to the surge in population. At this point in the war,
there was very little Allied military success, thus the victorious naval Battle of the River Plate in 1939 ran fresh in
people’s minds. The HMS Ajax, a British light cruiser, with the help of her sister ships, the Achilles and Exeter,
together damaged and scuttled the German Admiral Graf Spee in the Atlantic towards the coast of Uruguay.
(Information from Louise Johnson as well as Marjorie Ludlow Green’s chapter, “DIL: A Call to Arms” from A
Town Called Ajax).
27
Ibid.
28
George Oxenholm (Ajax Resident), Interview by Kelsea McKenna, May 2017.
26
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Even though, with one exception, their personal histories in the town begin after the war,
Ajax’s wartime history remains fresh in my interviewees’ minds. Since many former DIL
buildings were transformed into new dormitories or factories to provide work for residents, its
legacy was still visible to participants throughout their early childhood. For example, one of
Mayor Steve Parish’s earliest memories when his family moved to Ajax in 1952 was seeing the
steam pipes (see Figure 3) elevated above the road along Harwood and Bayly Street.29

Figure 3:
The women’s residences from Defence Industries Limited with steam pipes which heated the buildings.
Located roughly beside Exeter Road, where St. Andrew’s Community Centre is now.
Source: Marjorie Ludlow Green, “A Call to Arms,” in A Town Called Ajax, 34 (photographer unknown).

Others were exposed to Ajax’s wartime development through spending much of their
childhood exploring the nearby DIL structures. For instance, my father, Gerry McKenna
remembered hanging out by the lake with his friends and looking at the foundations of old
storage bunkers.30 Don Terry credits his grandmother, a bomb girl who worked at the
Scarborough factory, for teaching him about Ajax’s wartime past.31 Participants also learned
about it through their parents, which is how Mayor Parish knew about the town’s history at an
early age. Before his own father became mayor, he was a history teacher and town councilman,

29

Parish, interview. Bayly, its present-day n8ame, used to be called Baseline Road during the postwar years. For
this essay, I will be referring to Bayly.
30
Gerry McKenna, Interview by Kelsea McKenna, May 2017.
31
Don Terry, Interview by Kelsea McKenna, May 2017.
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and “it was very much in his makeup professionally and just in terms of interest that he would
talk history including local history around the house all the time, so you were just kind of imbued
with it.”32 In these ways, family connections enabled those like Don and Mayor Parish to know
early on about Ajax’s wartime roots.33 Even if in the 1950s and 1960s, Ajax’s form and
population changed dramatically, Defence Industries Limited always had a place in Ajacians’
memories. Whether it was through family stories, working as a Bomb Girl, or climbing over the
old bunkers as a kid, participants were all highly affiliated with the DIL story in their own
personal, intimate ways. While the legacy of Defence Industries was pivotal for Ajax’s
formation, its successive years of becoming a hybrid residential/industrial entity is what
participants grew up in. One of the main forces that propelled this transition was the Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), a federal crown corporation and Ajax’s “major
landlord” between 1948 and 1950.34 The CMHC took over from Wartime Housing Limited,
which had provided temporary housing for employees and their families during the DIL years,
by constructing 600 subsidized homes in 1942, which were immediately north of the roadway
that would in the 1950s became known as part of Highway 401.35 Compared to other localities,
Ajax was an “anomaly,” because it had no municipal government with a say in the planning
process, despite locals who often resisted the control by federally appointed authorities.36 By
1950, when the population of Ajax had reached 4734, the Ontario government responded to a
petition from several like-minded residents and elevated Ajax to an “Improvement District” in

32

Parish, interview. Mayor Parish’s father, William Parish, was also mayor of Ajax between 1958 and 1963. He was
a member of the First Council which established Ajax as a town in 1955.
33
Terry, interview.
34
McGeachy, “Ajax and the CMHC.”
35
Ibid, 212. McGeachy also writes that Wartime Housing Limited was a crown corporation, which acted as a
temporary social and economic agency from the federal government to construct pre-fabricated, easily assembled
bungalows.
36
Ibid, 209, 217.
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November of that year.37 Louise Johnson was a part of this fast-growing society, and she insists
by at least 1950, Ajax had “enough people here with roots to establish a community.”38 The five
years after World War II became the formative years of the suburbs. The CMHC would make
Ajax both an example of the social, economic, and political forces behind postwar planning, and
a unique challenge in transforming a wartime factory into a suburban community.
The story of the CMHC and its role in building Ajax can be further understood through
subsequent literature about postwar urban planning. Robert McGeachy’s article, “Ajax and the
CMHC” is a case study about the corporation’s involvement over Ajax before it withdrew, as
well as the complicated political-economic issues when different levels of government contribute
towards development.39 The federal National Housing Acts (NHA) of 1938 and 1944 were
housing policies put in place primarily to make Canada a “nation of homeowners instead of a
nation of tenants.”40 McGeachy highlights the several factors behind development of Ajax into a
thriving, suburban landscape. In particular, the Ontario government’s political agendas in the
1940s played a significant role, because it encouraged more attention towards city planning. This
was largely due to the province’s rapid urbanization and its growing population, which required
a more active management of new communities by the government.41 Such planning led to
substantial control over open space in Ajax in order to prevent uncontrolled, “fringe”
development, as well as strict partitioning between residential and industrial zones.42 This spatial

37

Ken Smith, “The Improvement District of Ajax,” in A Town Called Ajax, 66. A section of the Ontario Municipal
Act stated that an Improvement District required a population of at least fifty. As an Improvement District, Ajax
lacked a “municipal franchise” and was run by provincially-appointed Board of Trustees. The needs of its residents
had limited authority over municipal affairs, and often conflicted with provincial authorities
38
Johnson, interview.
39
McGeachy, “CMHC in Ajax,” 209.
40
Ibid, 213. Neil Sutherland also briefly discusses the NHA in Chapter 2 of Growing Up. Sutherland refers to the
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separation of Ajax’s neighbourhoods continues to represent the town’s layout today, as shown in
many aerial photographs. Its industrial and commercial nucleus spans along Harwood,
intersecting with major “factory” streets, like Hunt and Station Streets, which is roughly the
same spot as the old DIL warehouses’ locations.
As the CMHC created a General Plan for Ajax to project four new residential
neighbourhoods and several commercial districts, while estimating a future population of about
25,000.43 The plan is a depiction of the changes to come for Ajax, often designated by a “space
to grow” concept, according to CMHC architect Kent Barker.44 The arrival of veterans and their
families in need of housing and jobs prompted the construction of its first postwar residential
neighbourhood. Beginning in 1947, new houses were built along the east side of Harwood,
beside the original Recreation Hall and the hospital. “Neighbourhood No. 1” as Barker named it,
was where many Ajax residents considered home, and where many still reside today. For
example, Anne Rybak has lived on Burcher Road since 1953 (minus the years she spent working
in Toronto), and Mayor Parish’s family moved to Admiral Road in 1952.
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Figure 4
The General Plan of Ajax, September 1950. Each Neighbourhood is numbered 1-4, and was planned to be
built separately from industrial/commercial areas.
Source: Kent Barker, Community Planning Review

By consulting James Onusko’s dissertation, I highlight some valuable comparisons
between Ajax and other similar places then in formation. One of Onusko’s main arguments is
that the suburbs had a very strong economic, political, and cultural impact in Canada during the
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postwar period.45 Certain factors, such as higher standards of living and industrial capacity from
the war, increasing car ownership, and a “utopian reconstructionist mindset,” contributed
towards the suburban sprawl.46 Onusko shows how both Toronto’s Don Mills and the Banff Trail
in Calgary parallel Ajax in many ways. Don Mills was essentially the foundation behind
suburban planning in the 1950s, and a universal design model throughout Canada, including
Ajax. It was a part of this phenomenon of the suburbs, but constructed to an “unprecedented
scale,” with 70,000 new single-family homes in ten years.47 From this, Ajax’s development was
influenced by Don Mills in terms of its layout. Its main core was cut into four quadrants, split
north to south by the present-day 401, and east to west by Harwood Avenue.48 In each quadrant
was one residential community, consisting of a park and a school in the very centre, and
curvilinear streets lined with trees, with “arterial roads” as boundaries.49 Mayor Steve Parish
remembers when the trees were first planted in his neighourhood: “What trees there were, were
little three-inch thick things that just like any new subdivision, it’s how trees start.” 50 After
living in the same area for over sixty years, he noticed how the tree on his property now “has a
diameter of a metre and a half.”51 The houses –which were mostly bungalows or one and a halfstoreys—resemble each other in design, with minor variations in colour and shape, rather than
giving a monotonous appearance. Anne grew up in a family which settled into the heart of this
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neighbourhood. As she remembered it, “You had to have been in the service, and you had to
have at least married with two children, so my father fit the category, and he bought a house.”52
Like Calgary’s Banff Trail, Ajax also had significant rural characteristics mixed with the
more urban-oriented attributes originated by the suburbs. Based on interviews, Onusko reports
that residents of Banff Trail who grew up in the 1950s identified closely to the area’s rural
places, such as vacant lots, fields, and dirt trails.53 I found something similar for Ajax. For
example, when Anne moved in on Burcher, everything to her was brand new, with muddy dirt
roads, bordered by fields which often allowed her to cut through them to walk to school.54
Interviewees also remembered when the present-day Highway 401 was also a dirt road, which
they could easily cross as children, something that is clearly unthinkable today.55 But for George,
who grew up on Queen Street (which ran alongside the roadway), he recalls having to often cross
it, and how it was a nuisance for him and his friends when playing baseball nearby, especially
when “the [base]ball went across the outfield which was the 401, and we chased it across the
[highway].”56 Despite how much Ajacians have associated their childhood with the town’s built
landscape, interviewees were also more sensitive to the town’s natural and rural landscape
elements. Memories of the dirt, the miniature trees, and the fields continue to be part of Ajax’s
own evolution story. It was a town full of areas to explore and to play in. The most popular ones
were the watersheds of Duffins Creeks to the southwest, and especially the lakefront and its
beaches along Pickering Beach Road on the southeast corner.
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As important as the natural landscape was, nothing remains more powerful in the early
memories of interviewees than the Wartime Homes and their legacy with Defence Industries
Limited. When Louise and her husband moved into their house in 1943, it was initially supposed
to be temporary like the other houses. They were considered prefabricated homes installed only
on nuts and bolts, with the parts to be disassembled after the war and sent back to Britain.
However, after the university families vacated, former DIL employees, including Louise, wanted
to stay in Ajax, and thus were anxious about the future of their homes. After she was finally able
to purchase her home from the CMHC, who put the houses on the market, Louise remembered
when it was “jacked up high, while they built a foundation to set it down on, and then it became
a permanent residence.”57

Figure 5:
The first Wartime Homes. Pictured is Queen St., located immediately north of present-day Highway 401
Source: Ajax Public Library Digital Archive (photographer unknown)

Similar to Louise, many participants expressed a strong affiliation with these houses.
George has lived in Ajax since 1950, and strongly remembers his family house, which was a
Wartime Home. Although he had an aunt and uncle already in Ajax, he moved there with his
mother and sister as a single-parent family from Brooklyn, New York. “There were probably
three styles of houses in the ‘war house subdivision,’” he said, “two bedroom, one large two-
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bedroom and three bedroom, [and] one and a half story houses with a dining room.”58 The house
he shared with his mother and sister was a two-bedroom of approximately 700 square feet. Even
those who did not grow up in this area still identified with the area as a part of their life growing
up. For example, during our road trip around town, Anne took me through the Wartime Homes’
main streets, namely Elm, Maple, and Queen Street, which is now separated from the Highway
401 by a twelve-foot-high wall. To Anne, this is “where Ajax started,” and she noticed where the
houses were either renovated or retained their original shape. It is still a neighbourhood and a
place which resonates with Anne, in part because of Cedar Park, which is the location of her old
Anglican church. She remembers the old stores in the same area, such as the general store called,
Pennyworth’s, and where she and her mother and sister used to cross the highway to get
supplies.59
Anne’s memories are instructive. They demonstrate that one does not have to live in a
place at any time for it to have a strong impact on one’s memory and identity. The act of visiting
and returning spurs recollection and storytelling. This concept of mobility, in regards to returning
to old places to visit, is addressed in John C. Walsh’s essay, “Performing Public Memory and
Re-Placing Home in the Ottawa Valley, 1900-58,” which is about the return of former residents
to celebrate various Ottawa Valley Old Home Weeks and Old Boys’ Reunions.60 The celebration
of homecoming, Walsh argues, reflected an “emphasis on a more recent history of spatial
change,” and its local residents had a significant impact on imbuing the town with historical
meaning.61 Despite the difference in the practices between the driving around that Anne and I did
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in contrast to the more formal homecoming events studied by Walsh, the idea of going back to
explore “Little Ajax” also speaks to both local history and spatial change. The Wartime Homes is
also a community where people still live today. Through several add-ons, extensions, and even
by the cars in their driveways, its occupants continue to transform its physicality in several ways.
These recent changes, such as new cars and housing additions, make the Wartime Homes Village
more temporally complex with the mixture of old and new. But overall, the neighbourhood still
remains a tangible link towards Ajax’s wartime past, despite how a small number of them still
exist in their original form. During my drive with Anne, I also noticed an arbitrary shift in time
between the Village, in which the newer houses which were once fields, are now fenced apart
like a straight line.62 Visiting Ajax’s Wartime Homes is about adapting to modernity amidst
learning about “historical stories of belonging” and re-drawing “boundaries of place and
community.”63 Because Anne identifies so closely to the Homes through her church or by simply
walking around town, this shows that the concept of home extends beyond the boundaries one’s
own house or street. Therefore, participants’ childhood memories of Ajax’s Wartime Homes
Village still rings true to its original character, however narratives of the Village over time are
very much rooted in change and mobility.
The Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation envisioned Ajax as a thriving “selfsufficient community” where people could live and work.64 Ajax represented a practical use of
space and the desire to control it through development. The mixture of nature and built urban
spaces in a small town coupled with rapid residential expansion is a fascinating characteristic in
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itself. The scale of this project did not go unnoticed by participants. For instance, Don reflected
to me on how Ajax was “formed like they had a plan, a plan for how they would develop the
town, and that included they would only add housing once they had jobs.”65 Denis O’Sullivan,
who moved to Ajax in 1959, was fascinated by Ajax’s “physical nature” as “essentially an
artificial town.”66 He goes on to say that, “We knew our town was unique in many ways, but at
that age, you cannot appreciate the magnitude of the task, and the planning for it, that took place
to construct so much so fast.”67 In Ajax, the importance of memory and place manifests itself in
active re-visiting by participants and myself. They chose to remember a significant part of local
history by going back to its roots in DIL and the Wartime Homes. The CMHC’s legacy remains
active in their memories particularly about how remembered Ajax’s expansion as a suburban
community.
Childhood in the “Rough and Tumble Town”

Figure 6:
Aerial photo of Ajax looking north in 1958. The construction of Neighbourhood 2 can be seen from above
(below the 401 which is in the centre of the photo) in the southeast corner.
Source: Brenda Kriz, Ajax Archives.
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After 1950, Ajax’s population increased at a fast rate. New neighbourhoods, stores,
plazas, and apartments were in their early stages of construction. Despite the magnitude of
architectural planning and different political forces at play, Ajax was beginning to successfully
transform into a thriving middle-class, residential community where people could live and work.
Its landscape was dominated by a mixture of old and new features, between new and natural,
with recently built suburbs bordering older ones. The mid-1950s and early 1960s was especially
a significant time for expansion of south of Bayly Street. Similar to Neighbourhood 1, the
succeeding areas eventually housed a new wave of families, who moved to Ajax throughout the
next two decades. This made Ajax an opportune place for the new, suburban sprawl to take
place, as well as an area imbued with important childhood memories. Participants have a strong
affiliation to South Ajax overall, by spending much of their childhood exploring the open fields
or the lakefront.68 In this section, I account for participants’ experiences from their early years in
order to re-create that small-town Ajax, which was surrounded by swaths of open land.
Interviewees often expressed nostalgic sentiments, albeit a steady awareness of the
town’s many changes. From re-imagining old stories, a person’s sense of nostalgia figuratively
collapses that temporality between the past and the present.69 Although this “imagined” past was
obviously also real to those remembering it, the separation of time evokes an active choosing of
the most positive aspects of the old Ajax we hardly see today. As my participants grew older,
some of these spaces either disappeared or altered in some shape or form, and Ajax’s boundaries
continued to expand. For instance, Anne Rybak recalled going for hikes in the open fields beside
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the hospital, where apartment buildings were later built, and how the area’s development
increased from that point onward.70
Table 2: Ajax Population Figures from 1952-1981
Year

Population

Year

Population

1952

4710

1967

10,355

1953

5124

1968

10,540

1954

5511

1969

11,305

1955

5689

1970

11,936

1956

5777

1971

12,509

1957

7058

1972

12,830

1958

7982

1973

13,484

1959

8013

1974

18,327

1960

7937

1975

19,659

1961

7849

1976

20,605

1962

7720

1977

22,318

1963

8111

1978

23,281

1964

8523

1979

24,380

1965

8958

1980

24,927

1966

9495

1981

25,290

Source: Brenda Kriz, Town of Ajax Archives.

The study of childhood in postwar Ajax reveals a great deal about the specific
demographic trends during the time. Throughout Canada, the baby boom resulted in a surge of
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school-aged children, and thus a greater need to build schools within suburban communities.71
From growing up during the baby boom, its effects were felt by participants during their
childhood. Anne first attended Parkside Public School near Admiral Road, until she moved to St.
Andrew’s Public School across the field in grade five.72 Even when she had kids of her own, her
daughter was on a waiting list to be admitted into kindergarten, because spots were still in high
demand.73 For a brief time at Parkside, she remembered having to attend school at separate time
slots than other kids –either morning or afternoon –because her school was too crowded.74 To
Mayor Steve Parish, this was the “street full of kids” time when he was growing up: “People talk
about the baby boom, but unless you lived through the early days of the baby boom, you really
don’t really know what it was like.”75 In a neighbourhood like Burcher Road around eight or
nine o’clock in the evening, “the street would be full of kids, I mean full of kids,” and he could
barely walk four paces “without bumping into another kid.”76
The blending of small-town suburbia and open wilderness, as well as an emerging Cold
War culture which focused on childhood play, contributed heavily towards participants’ sense of
nostalgia.77 The concept of “freedom” as a child was less structured, and it was predominantly
felt by those who grew up in the 1950s.78 It is arguable, however, that this speaks for anyone
who harkens back to a happy childhood regardless of the time period. Despite this, the youth-
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centered postwar phenomenon was unique in the sense that people often remembered with great
fondness, a time of unsupervised leisure, when imagination and creativity was encouraged.79 For
instance Mayor Parish was one of those kids who partook in many after school activities with
friends, independent of an adult presence. He told me that before children went out to play,
“most mothers said, ‘Go out. I don’t want to see you until dinnertime.’”80 Participants mostly did
similar things as children, such as walking to the drug store to get a milkshake, riding their bikes
to the lakefront, or exploring the Duffins Creek watersheds to the western edge of town, to name
a few. Mayor Parish would often hang out in these very same places, or go play hockey on the
frozen ponds in the wintertime.81
Sport also had a large role in this unstructured and unsupervised childhood society in
Ajax. Gerry told me he would, “come home every day, with my friends, and we’d grab our
hockey nets and go down to the end of McLarnan Road, and we’d play ball hockey down there
until the sun went down.”82 Their childhood activities demonstrate how memories of freedom
from supervision was a pivotal part of growing up in Ajax. Just like Banff Trail, childhood
freedom in Ajax “draws on tropes of that romanticized, carefree, agrarian-based childhood that
some have enjoyed, but indeed exists as much in the mind as it does in reality.”83 I was certainly
struck by how many stories I heard about children doing things without much if any adult
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supervision. For example, kids going to school were required to walk across town on their own,
sometimes going great distances, because Ajax had no bus services available. When he was as
young as five years old, Denis recalled having to walk to St. Bernadette’s with other
kindergarten children, which was a distance of over a kilometre.84
While Ajax’s small-town personality appealed immensely to children, this somewhat
faded when participants reached their teenage years. The lack of venues for entertainment,
especially movie theatres, compelled many Ajax teens to commute to neighbouring cities, such
as Oshawa, to shake off feelings of boredom. This situates Ajax within the wider social changes
in Canada centered on youth as early as the 1920s, where young people became more integral to
the rise of “peer-group leisure activities” outside of the home and community.85 Therefore,
mixed-sex recreational spaces like the movies became more prominent, and they “stood
unchallenged as the most potent of the new cultural forces affecting youth.”86 It makes sense in
Ajax’s case, because of the willingness by teens to travel after school to watch a movie. Don
remembered traveling to Oshawa simply to spend “a lot of time at the movie theatre seeing really
bad movies from that era,” films like Smokey and the Bandit (1977).87 This made cities like
Oshawa, and sometimes even Toronto, the places to go on a Friday or Saturday night.
Overall, the feeling of a “freer life” as Anne described it, seemed to truly define postwar
Ajax when participants recall their early years. To Steve Parish, it was essentially a “rough and
tumble town” where people were proud to live, which also “made it more difficult to get away
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with anything.”88 The same could also be said for going to school. When Anne started at Ajax
High School, it was at a time when the students from St. Andrew’s really got to know each other.
Therefore, when high school came around, “we knew each other, like we developed friendships.
It’s not going to high school and thinking, ‘Oh. I don’t know everybody.’ We knew
everybody.”89 This demonstrates a very close geographic identity participants have to Ajax as an
intimate community itself rather than within a political boundary.90 It was not just their family
home but the town itself, almost in its entirety, which constituted the space where they
performed “routine scripts” and associated with major or minor events around them.91 George’s
small-town Ajax was very meaningful to him, because of his close relationship to his Queen
Street neighbours, who ultimately stepped in as surrogate family members.92 “The statement that
it takes a village to raise a child especially pertained to me,” he said, “I had no father but four
surrogate fathers on the street. Each one contributed to my growth in different ways. A couple
were great sportsmen, a couple provided academic background in school and politics.”93
Despite how strongly participants harkened back to their childhood, their lives were very
much still dictated by daily routines. One of Ajax’s most unique features back in the day was the
whistle from the Steam Plant, which was built in 1941 for Defence Industries Limited’s
production lines.94 The smokestack on Hunt Street still exists today, but during this time, its
whistle sounded multiple times daily, which the entire town could hear. For Anne, George,
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Mayor Parish, Jean Hall, and Don, the whistle dictated where they had to be at a particular time,
and when they had to go home. Anne remembered when it rang at eight o’clock in the morning,
which was her cue to get ready for school, and “then it’d go again at twelve o’clock, and we
came home from school for lunch.”95 The whistle was both their dinner bell and their nine
o’clock curfew alarm. “You could never say, ‘Oh, my watch stopped,’” said Don, “no one had an
excuse. Once they hear that siren going then they had to get home.”96 The steam whistle
continued to ring everyday until likely the early 1970s, since Gerry recalled hearing it when he
moved to Ajax in 1971, and stopped shortly after. The whistle was a paradox, because it was a
time when children spent their days roaming freely outside the town, yet their free time was still
governed everyday by the Steam Plant.
My participants’ most beloved pastimes reveal a great deal about Ajax’s most distinctive
features, which were mostly natural spaces. The fields, marshes, rivers and especially the
waterfront, which were ideal playground areas for children. However, the Ajax waterfront is the
place with the most stories and where participants’ memories resonated with the strongest. The
lake served multiple purposes since before DIL either for practical, environmental, or aesthetic
reasons. As South Ajax expanded in the 1960s, the lakefront remained largely untouched. It was
mostly bluffs full of tall, wild grass, with rocky beaches along the shoreline. During participants’
childhoods, the lake provided that freedom to roam, which was so highly valued in their
memories. Its landscape was both untouched by development, yet also filled with material
remnants of the wartime industry. Hanging out at the lake with his friends was one of Gerry’s
favourite things: “We used to go sit on these concrete pipes and crawl around as kids,” he said,
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“we’d crawl through them, and big huge, giant, clay, concrete sewer pipes, and there was just
dump down there.”97 Denis also remembered the lake when “it was messy, even a couple of car
wrecks left rusting away at the bottom of the bluff.”98 These memories re-creates the lakefront as
a type of labyrinth, which fulfilled kids’ imaginations during this time. It was both a junkyard
where one could scavenge for pieces from the past, but also a place firmly rooted in the present
in terms of its untouched appearance, thus making it a temporal conundrum in a sense. The
waterfront was also where participants re-created in their memories, a popular, bygone activity
which was fishing for smelt. They were a tiny fish that once populated the waters of Lake
Ontario, especially on Ajax’s shores. “We used to catch fish, mainly smelt when it got dark with
nets and eat the catch,” George said.99 In addition to catching fish, swimming, and exploring old
bunkers, sentiments about the lakefront were equally as nostalgic as one’s own neighbourhood. It
was also a place where one could easily find tranquility and an escape from the occasional
confines of their suburban lifestyle. Anne remembers going down with her dog “off Pickering
Beach Road, and they had benches, and they had trees, and I’d sit there and look at the water,
and think I was camping.”100 Through their memories, participants claimed it as a place of their
own and for Ajax itself. At the same time, they strongly connected their childhood experiences to
its many pleasurable qualities of the past, and continue to do so today.
Memories of Ajax’ built places were just as strong as the waterfront. The Harwood Plaza
was a special place filled with memorable events or personal and social routines. It was where
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George earned his first money as a child: “I used to collect pop bottles, and two cents is all the
construction workers just threw away their pop bottles.”101 In the 1950s and 1960s, the Harwood
Plaza, back then known as the Ajax Plaza, was the nucleus of Ajax’s downtown sphere, and
continued to expand in accordance to official town planning.102 Harwood’s commercial district
was where participants often saw new stores open with anticipation, or expressed sadness when
smaller businesses closed down or were bought out by larger competitors. Mayor Steve Parish
remembered the excitement in the area when the Montreal-based grocery store chain called
Steinberg’s opened a new location: “It had a drive-thru lane where you could drive your car up in
front, and the buggy boy, usually teenage boys working part-time after school, would load your
groceries into the trunk of your car. Yeah and that was kind of a big deal.”103 The Harwood
community was also dotted with old DIL-era buildings which remained intact a few decades
after the war. For example, Louise Johnson remembered the Recreation Hall, which was on
Achilles Road, roughly where the Public Library sits today, as a “beautiful building,” with
“hardwood floors,” and “everything was so clean, and new. And it was a big dance floor, and a
stage, and bowling alley, and library, and tuck shop.”104 In 1966 it was destroyed in a fire, a
night which many participants remembered vividly as the flames rose over “two-hundred feet”
from Admiral Road.105
Although it was the heart of Ajax’s earliest retail domain, the Harwood Plaza was not the
only area. In fact, the first of Ajax’s commercial hub, albeit only a couple of stores, were north of
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the present-day 401, to initially serve those of the Wartime Homes Village.106 More popular
stores sprung up in this same area, which participants were also strongly attached to in memory
there based on family routines from their childhood. For example, Texas Burger, which still
exists today, was where Gerry would go for lunch with friends in high school, and it was also
where his father would always pick up pizza to bring home after work.107 Kemp’s Drug Store
was another popular spot to get milkshakes with friends after school, something that Anne did
often in her younger years.108 “Oh was I upset when they moved and retired,” she laments.109
Certain buildings like Kemp’s and the Recreation Centre which ceased to exist, were especially
held in high regard by participants, because of their ephemerality due to the passing of time or
tragic circumstances. The demise of favourite places resonated with Anne, especially as she took
me around town. After talking about Kemp’s Drug Store, she showed me where her old school,
St. Andrew’s once stood, which is now a community centre. She told me that the day that
someone burnt down the school was another sad day for her.110 Anne’s dedication to holding
these memories close in her mind represents the fragility of these places in collective memory
through the passing of time.
As evident from Anne’s memory of St. Andrew’s, schools were another important
attribute of postwar Ajax in terms of place memories. Since Ajax was a small neighbourhood
with little entertainment complexes and social programs, school was “where the social life
was.”111 As new neighbourhoods were built, new schools were needed, both for Catholic and
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non-Catholic kids which was a big part of Ajax. Most participants attended St. Andrew’s, Lord
Elgin (Ajax’s oldest school), Parkside, or St. Bernadette’s—if they were Catholic—for grade
school. However, they all attended Ajax High School. Ajax High was a significant place,
because of its role as a main social facilitator, as well as recollections of the zealous school spirit
to the extent that we no longer see today, especially through intramural sports.112 Participants all
had pleasant memories of high school, from memorable teachers, classes they excelled in or
sometimes skipped, going to parties in senior year, or hanging out in the school common room.
Ajax High was also a space which physically evolved with the town. When Anne started high
school, it was only one floor with half a hallway and a gym, and she was amazed at how much it
grew over the years, with now two floors and classes in the basement.113 When Denis started
school there, it was going through an expansion, growing from “about 850 students to 1400,”
therefore, “so much of the school made it seemed like [he] had joined the big leagues.”114 The
rise in schools is a part of Ajax’s growing residential character, expanding from two elementary
schools and one high school, to several in each neighbourhood. Memories of intramural sports,
dances, or hanging out with friends was overall very much a part being nostalgic for this period
in Ajax’s early years.
As shown in Table 2, the population of Ajax in 1971 was 12, 509 which continued to
increase dramatically.115 This led to a substantial shift in Ajax’s physical makeup, from a rugged,
factory community to an established, suburban society for families. Here, I accounted the many
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ways this continued to take shape, from houses to stores and schools, as its boundaries
increasingly grew in size. However, what brought my participants together collectively,
regardless of age, was the harkening back to this free life as a child in a place that they still
identify with as a small-town. This shows that a close-knit community was a big part overall of
Ajax’s postwar history. During their childhood and teenage years, participants personally felt the
effects of the many changes whether good or bad. This came with a degree of emotional
attachment, especially through feelings of loss over the most beloved places. While they are no
longer a visible part of Ajax’s landscape, and largely unknown to residents today, participants
still recall the open fields or old stores and schools through photographs and personal memory.
Their recollections speak to the narrative of transformation as a crucial part of Ajax’s history,
demonstrated by a repetitive circle between construction, expansion, and sometimes destruction.
Remembering places which no longer exist represents historical time as either cyclical or
disjointed, despite the continuous chronology of Ajax’s gradual expansion. Oral history about
Ajax emphasizes the importance of how change and growing up corresponds to the many ways a
community or a place alters throughout time.
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Ajax in the Present

Figure 7:
Aerial image of Ajax (Harwood Avenue is the main street running north to south in the centre-right) dated November,
2012.
Source: Wikimedia Commons. Photographer: P199

As of 2016, Statistics Canada estimated Ajax’s population to be around 119, 677, which
is now about one-sixth of Durham Region in its entirety.116 Being a municipality in the Greater
Toronto Area also had a major impact on the way people see and live in Ajax today. Because
most participants were born elsewhere, their families chose to settle in Ajax in order to find jobs
and affordable housing. “Because of its proximity to Toronto it became a place where people
chose to live, because it was affordable, it was a suburb, it was a place where they wanted to
raise families,” said Mayor Steve Parish, “They can have a backyard and those kind of things.”117
Over the years, the town shifted towards a predominantly bedroom community, where residents
commuted to Toronto instead.118 By the 1990s, Ajax’s municipal assessment base made up of
ninety percent residential and ten percent industrial/commercial, with rapid expansion, especially
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north of Highway 2.119 The mixture of higher-density units, like condominiums, with
surrounding subdivisions further altered Ajax’s physical landscape. Many of these high-rises,
built in the 1960s and 70s, sit alongside Harwood, with the Oxford Towers across the street from
the plaza, and Falby Court further south, to the east of the hospital.120 Since the town’s
population is expected to rise over the next ten years, planning incentives continue to make use
of available land, while carefully, still maintaining its essential components. This section will
demonstrate how participants express a certain level of uneasiness when thinking about Ajax
today. This feeling gets stronger when held up against memories of their childhood. This will
reinforce the close and dialogic relationship between memory and place transformation.
However, it is interesting how much their present anxieties are often calmed at the same time by
welcoming the more positive aspects. First, they openly celebrate what Ajacians today can
finally enjoy, that they did not growing up. Gone are the days where kids and families had to
leave town to go shopping, see a movie, or play indoor hockey. Second, the Lake Ontario
waterfront and its preservation is what largely makes participants still appreciate Ajax today,
despite continuing development. The 2016 Official Plan of Ajax projects a population of over
135,000 residents by 2031, and requires more use of land to fulfill requirements, however its
policy also focuses on “ensuring the maintenance of a permanent rural area.”121 From this, the
lakefront is the most protected of these natural areas, and the most beloved spot of Ajax
residents. Third, Ajax is also now a very diverse community, something which all participants
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celebrate as a part of community enrichment. Finally, my interviews revealed a real sense of
purpose to keep the town’s history vibrant, and participants’ knowledge and involvement plays a
key role in preserving the memory of Ajax’s wartime past for future generations.
Overall, the story of Ajax, told through oral history, exhibits a very personal relationship
to a town which has changed dramatically for over sixty years. Those who have been in Ajax
since it all began have witnessed their community expand around them as they grew up within it.
Participants’ opinions about Ajax overall exemplifies a continued close affinity that they have to
their hometown. This section will bring together the previous motifs concerning postwar
childhood into the present, and I intend to question how these speak to Ajax today. This
demonstrates that the study of history is as firmly rooted in the present as it is in the past.
When I asked Mayor Steve Parish about what struck him most about Ajax now, he
responded, “It’s like when you have a child and you see them every day, and you don’t notice
changes, and then you have a friend who hasn’t seen that child for five years and they go, ‘That’s
so and so?!’”122 To Mayor Parish, growing up during the 1950s and 1960s in Ajax often came
with astonishment at how much the community has changed. That feeling of unfamiliarity
towards their hometown seemed to be a quite an uncomfortable thought for many participants.
For example, Anne Rybak was especially uneasy about the Ajax she sees today. To her, it has
gotten “too big,” and this really hit home for her when she recalled looking a picture of the
Oxford Towers apartments on Harwood and mistaking it for Scarborough.123 She also recognized
that loss of the small-town, neighbourhood rapport, which was a crucial part of postwar Ajax.
While participants still feel a sense of community, there was ultimately a level of companionship
between neighbours, which very few residents experience today. “You don’t know your
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neighbours like you used to,” Anne said, “because, well we’re all different, or they’re busy.”124
Jean Hall, who moved to Ajax in 1957, expressed similar feelings, where people do not know
their neighbours like her parents did, and she once lived in a very socialized community, unlike
today.125 Louise Johnson has lived in Ajax for over 70 years, and has witnessed these
transformations and the slow ebbing away of its small-town characteristics. Back in the 1950s,
when “Admiral Road was the longest street in Ajax,” she would go “to every door once a year
trying to collect three dollars, [and] I could call most people by name. Now I could be in a crowd
of two hundred and not know anyone.”126 Despite this feeling of surprise about Ajax compared
to the past, at the end of the day participants still accept and welcome these changes. Although
Anne still harkens back to the “good life” from Ajax’s old days, she still enjoys the comforts of
her home and community. She accepts the changes in her life and in Ajax with a very positive
outlook. Although the open fields around her where she walked to school became private
property, there are other places imbued with memories of her past which persisted. For example,
the Harwood Plaza, especially the Tim Hortons where she met with me for coffee and an
interview, are still within her boundaries of comfort and security.127
Don Terry’s perceptions about Ajax’s future are especially interesting. He expressed
minor concerns to me about the town’s future, although he still appreciates its many
accomplishments. As more people move in north of Highway 2 from Toronto and Scarborough,
and new subdivisions spring up, there could be a sense of disengagement from the rest of the
town.128 However, it is interesting that back in the 1960s and 70s, Don and Gerry recall when the
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Highway 401 was the “cultural divide” between North and South Ajax.129 When Gerry worked at
Mac’s Milk as a teenager in the 1970s, he sensed a “general perception that if you’re from North
Ajax you must be tough.”130 Today, this same dividing line has shifted, and Highway 2 is
considered by many to be that invisible median between the north and south. This also rings true
with the presence of big stores and entertainment centres, especially to serve the northern
subdivisions, which are located along Highway 2’s Durham Centre. From this, there appears to
be a continuation of distinct geographical affiliations, which has existed long before today, and
has only changed in terms of placing them on a map. Therefore, certain perceptions like these
suggest a permanence of certain viewpoints about Ajax as a unified place. Since Ajax has grown
so much, it would suffice to say that fear of losing community involvement is a major factor in
participants’ current apprehensions.
My interviews reveal that participants often wished to relive their younger days when
they enjoyed a freer, unrestricted life playing with friends. At the same time however, they
accept and celebrate one of the many benefits of Ajax’s progression the past decades with
welcoming thousands of new immigrants. “I think it’s going in the right direction,” Gerry told
me, “I think it's got all the right elements. I think in contrast to what I see, say in some of the
neighbouring municipalities, where it is growing, it’s getting very culturally diverse.”131 One of
the advantages of the GTA’s growing population is the influx of immigration, not excluding
Ajax, where a large portion of its population makeup are people from the Caribbean, Middle
East, South Asia, and others.132 In the 1950s and 1960s, Ajax was predominantly of white,
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Anglo-Saxon descent, and that, “half of the kids were of Irish descent, and another quarter were
English or Scottish descent.”133 Today, according to Mayor Parish, “Ajax is the most diverse
community in the GTA, outside of Toronto, significant number of population not born in
Canada.”134 It also has a long reputation for being a safe haven for refugees, from its postwar
beginnings to the present. As mentioned previously, the town took in several families from
Eastern European after the Second World War, and later it housed refugees from Vietnam, as
well as the Middle East, including those from Syria.135 In June of 2017, Ajax became the first
municipality of Durham to be designated a sanctuary city, which means that anyone, regardless
of residential status, can access regional services.136 Participants’ reflections and personal
experiences–with George’s memories of meeting refugees from Eastern Europe for example–
demonstrate an appreciation for Ajax’s history of being a safe haven for displaced populations
around the world. They are aware of the importance of continuing this tradition today, and this is
one of the greatest benefits of Ajax’s growth and transformation.
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Figure 8:
Ajax Waterfront Trail today, with new bike paths and pristine surroundings, unlike the rougher nature which
personified this space in the postwar era.
Source:
https://www.durham.ca/default.asp?nr=/corporate/40thAnniversary/earlybeginnings.htm&setFooter=/includes/40thanniversaryfo
oter.inc

Today, participants also continue to feel connected to the waterfront in similar ways to
when they were children. Over the years, the area has undergone a massive facelift, much to its
betterment. Interviewees singled out Ajax for its devotion to preserving the waterfront for
everyone to use, and have brought up many valuable memories that they had there when they
were young. The lake was a meaningful place for Anne, who loved going to the fairs down by
Pickering Beach Road, as well as Mayor Parish and George Oxenholm who often went down
with friends and family to swim or catch some fish. As evident in the town’s planning policies,
Ajax has been diligent towards protecting the lakefront for significant environmental and
recreational purposes, as it runs the entire length of the town from east to west. Gerry has always
been particularly fond of the lake, and felt that the way Ajax has, “kept it pretty much free of
development is remarkable, and it still allows me and others living around that long, to still see
[it].”137 The town’s preservation goals over important conservation areas has impressed Don,
who is also an avid cyclist. He dedicated much of his praise to the many bike trails which are
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available for all to use.138 For participants, the lakefront is a place which represents not only the
re-imagining of childhood, but a marker of permanence and continuity.
Paradoxically, this permanence was ultimately maintained through several
transformations. The wild, untamed bushes and grass, and old dumps are mostly gone, but now it
is a pristine environment with many trails and recreational facilities. Gerry has lived near Lake
Ontario for most of his life, from his teenage years on McLaren Road, to raising a family on
Range Road, and he celebrates Ajax as “probably the only municipality in all that whole Greater
Toronto Area that has, from one end to the other, has the whole lakeshore preserved, and you
don’t see that anywhere else.”139 The lakefront represents improvement, stability, and most
importantly, “pride in ownership” as Jean describes it.140 Despite how much of Ajax’s landscape
has been built or left behind, the lakefront is still a place where new childhood memories are
continuously being created for younger generations. For instance I had also grown up by the
waterfront, and I have memories of riding my bike along the trail to my grandmother’s house, or
walking to the beach to skip rocks. It is a place where participants hold in very high regard due to
its natural permanency amidst constant development of the Greater Toronto Area.
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Figure 9:
Aerial shot of Harwood Plaza’s main part in 1968 looking west. The wing-shaped, cement structure on top of the plaza to the right of
the photo is where Steinberg’s was located.
Source: Ajax Public Library Digital Archive: http://images.ourontario.ca/ajax/2447542/data?n=5
Photographer: Perini Land and Development Company

In the previous section, I discussed place memory and attachment and its relationship to
the process of change. The lakefront stands out, because it is still physically there in order for
new childhood memories to take place. However, many other spaces which had an effect on
participants, often have been thoroughly shaped or altered in some way. Their memories
demonstrate a crucial effort to ensure that these places, which have long disappeared would
never become forgotten. I noticed in general, how perceptions of Ajax’s growing commercial
aspects sometimes puts memories of the old downtown Ajax at risk. Interviewees express
ambivalence over the newer Durham Centre, which stretches about 1.5 kilometres across
Highway 2. Compared to Harwood Plaza, it is what Anne calls the “new kid on the block:”
“Everything seems to be in the Durham Centre,” she said as we drove around it, “That’s where
the big stores are now if you want to go shopping, unless you could either go to Pickering.”141
Overall, participants still felt a real attachment to the old Harwood streetscape, especially the
main Plaza. At the same time however, places like the Durham Centre still have many
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advantages for Ajax, such as newer businesses, restaurants, and entertainment areas to serve
more people.
Oral historian Steven High describes place attachment in an essay about the displacement
felt by former Sturgeon Falls mill workers after it closed in the early 2000s. The mill’s closing
created an “unmaking of space,” in addition to the loss of many jobs, and many years later,
former employees re-created their memories of the mill through a binder in order to maintain
place identity and attachment.142 From interviewing workers and looking at the binder, High
argues that place is also depicted in time, and that people’s sense of belonging to a place are
strongest when that connection is at risk.143 Although the story in Ajax is different, it resembles
Sturgeon Falls in terms of people holding onto those attachments to places lost in time or
currently threatened. Despite still being physically in the same space, the temporal “gap”
between a place and a person grows and fosters the re-imagining of old memories. For this
project, a portion of my drive-around with Anne involved exploring what remains of the
Harwood Plaza from its heyday. Where Steinberg’s was probably located is now a vacant lot
with a big “bat-like,” cement formation on top, like one would see in many old photos of 1950s
grocery stores.144 Anne showed me where places like Kemp’s used to be, which is a CIBC bank
today, or the first Ajax Bowling Alley, and how the old Canadian Tire was where the Pharma
Plus is now.145 Although the Plaza underwent big structural changes over the years, it will
eventually be torn down and rebuilt in the immediate future. The history of the Harwood Plaza is
filled with memories and transformations, of growth and of loss, yet its story still continues with
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a new chapter ahead. In Steven High’s words, it embodies “place as a social and spatial process
undergoing constant change” and making its history temporally “contingent” and “fluid.”146
Ajax is quite proud of its dialogic relationship between the town and the Second World
War, both of which significantly influenced each other. This is another reason why participants
shared with me their obvious affection for “their” town to this day. It was not until the 1960s and
1970s when Ajax truly began to acknowledge its official history in writing and ceremony,
through parades and naming streets after veterans of the HMS Ajax, Exeter, and Achilles.147 In
1976, the 8th HMS Ajax sailed from England and docked in Oshawa for an official visit to the
town. Upon invitation by the mayor, its crew were given “Freedom of the Town,” the highest
honour for visiting military personnel.148 In addition, a large memorial, called Veterans Point
Gardens, currently sits at the base of Harwood by the lakefront, shaped like a battleship with a
giant floor map representing the 1939 battle. To celebrate Ajax today and in the past, one of the
most popular gatherings which continues today is Ajax Home Week. Organized by its service
clubs, Home Week presents an assortment of events, such as fireworks and parades, to encourage
former residents to visit. Don told me: “Home Week was one of those things too that brought
people back too. It’s like if you have a high school reunion people come back, but Home Week
was sort of an annual opportunity for people to come back if they’ve moved away and see
people.”149 There is another parallel here with the Ottawa Valley’s “old boys,” as studied by
Walsh, because Home Week is also a celebration of the people of Ajax who created and enriched
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it by staying in place, more so than the expatriates who returned.150 On top of celebrating Home
Week, participants have always been active in their community’s history to this day. George and
Don have been especially passionate about it, and Don even spent one summer gathering
information for the book, A Town Called Ajax.151 Denis had also some early exposure to it while
in grade school: “Each student had to put together an Ajax history project, with a write-up and
pictures posted on bristol board.”152 In addition to sharing their stories of growing up,
appreciating the past also makes them local historians of Ajax. Overall, to celebrate and
remember Ajax’s history is an important way to maintain the town’s identity amidst modern-day
anxieties.
Upon reflecting on Ajax today, Don accounts for what would have been an alternate Ajax
today: “It’ll be interesting what Ajax would have become if the regional government hadn’t been
enacted and taking control over all the planning,” he said, “It’ll be really interesting to see what
it’d look like today, if they would have stuck to their intent of only adding homes when they
added jobs. You know, you think that it would be very different, probably wouldn’t have the
sprawl that you have today.”153 How would memories of Ajax and growing up have changed,
had Don’s perceptions really happened? In what ways would remembering childhood be
different if Ajax was not that suburban sprawl, which most parts grew to become? It would be an
entirely different story and a different essay to write. However, one of the strongest sentiments
participants expressed when comparing Ajax to the past is acceptance. The positive aspects, from
town services, to its diversity, the lakefront, and pride in history still makes Ajax an ideal place
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to live. There appears to be little danger of forgetting about the town’s past, as efforts are
continuously being made to withhold Ajax’s distinct identity today. From this, Mayor Parish
reflects on celebrating our history: “I think that the danger of very rapidly new towns in a
Toronto city region, they can very easily if they’re not careful, lose their identity and lose their
core values, and I think you have to concentrate on that. There’s no better way, I think than
reminding people of the history and celebrating it, and having people understand where they
came from, and how this place came into being, and what [their] core values and culture are.”154

Conclusion
Ajax was a dynamic place for children and adolescents during the postwar period. It
provided a space where kids had endless opportunities to play and to discover, often as a way to
make new friends. As I have demonstrated, Ajax’s streetscape played a significant role for those
in their younger years to find their social niche, whether it was hockey, baseball, or Girl Scouts.
However, I have also argued in this essay that children and youth also had a major impact on
their own neighbourhood. Through their memories as adults and their everyday activities,
children helped establish that social cohesion which defined Ajax in its formative years. To study
postwar childhood helps re-create Ajax as a mixture between the rugged, natural environment
and the new, suburban sprawl that reshaped so many Canadian cities in this same era.
I want to be cognizant of the fact that all relevant material I have demonstrated in this
paper reflects the memories of those who experienced a happy childhood. While considering the
scope of this project, there is still an awareness of the diversity of suburban experiences for many
children throughout Canada. From this, I echo James Onusko, who cautions that although his
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focus group grew up with sufficient material comfort, historians should also acknowledge that it
was not always the case in cities or the suburbs.155 Mona Gleason also points out the importance
of recognizing that some children did not enjoy the benefits of Canada’s postwar society,
especially depending on their ethnic, racial, or class background.156 These are also important
factors to consider when it comes to learning about living within Ajax’s postwar suburbs. For
instance, many children from Eastern European refugees or Slavic immigrants experienced
hardships in adjusting to a Canadian society which was predominantly white and Anglo-Saxon.
From this, there remains some valuable research to be done in similar circumstances about these
issues children faced. As the case for Ajax, many newcomers had overcome certain challenges to
become a part of their society. Despite this, their success reinforces the ability children had to
sometimes resist this postwar world dictated by certain norms and ideals.157
I have also traced Ajax’s wartime history and the immediate postwar period through
looking at new and elaborate suburban planning incentives. The physical remnants of its legacy
as a factory settlement, combined with large-scale residential construction projects made Ajax
that anomaly which Robert McGeachy had described it. Therefore, the Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation was Ajax’s principal architect and facilitator of many distinct
neighbourhoods and spaces which participants recalled from their childhood. Even as Ajax’s
development throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s expanded southward to the waterfront,
interviewees insisted that it remained a vibrant, small-town which fostered close-knit
neighbourhood relations and lots of free and unsupervised leisure time. I also talked about how
participants all shared similar experiences in how they perceived their new community, from
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new subdivisions to stores and high-rise apartment buildings. This was a crucial period in Ajax’s
development, all the while participants enjoyed many memorable places which have come and
gone throughout the years. What also united them in terms of experiences is they had a shared
history of enjoying the same spaces. There is a continued devotion to this past, as well as
anticipation for future projects. One of these is the upcoming Pat Bayly Square, located at
Harwood and Bayly, which will consist of a large public square, a reflective pool and ice rink,
and, most importantly, a memorial wall to the Ajax Bomb Girls.158
Before taking on this project, I sought to answer what makes Ajax unique beyond just its
endless dedication the waterfront. My choice to create an oral history project which focuses not
only on childhood but on place and memory, has answered many of these questions. Through
remembering Ajax’s popular spaces in their early years, participants actively made and remade
places through their social practices and identities to them.159 Their routine acts of going to
school or memories of skating on the ice rink outside the Plaza places them back into the history
of Ajax as a landscape. My essay focuses on placing and remembering as well as the local as a
particular geographic landscape. Memories of growing up in Ajax was very much contained to
its local streetscape and fringe areas, with activities and stories rooted within participants’ own
locality. Although Ajax’s postwar history still has a close relationship to other places like
Toronto, Whitby, and Oshawa, one thing that struck me in my interviews was how much Ajax
stood out on its own terms despite its relatively small size. Almost all participants still live in
Ajax today, and many of them chose to move back there within their lifetime, which speaks to
their attachment to it as home.
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The Bomb Girls had also raised more than $500,000 from their Legacy Campaign for their memorial.
Opp and Walsh, Placing Memory and Remembering Place in Canada, 7.
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Oral history was an extremely useful methodology to discover more about my hometown,
as well as to explore a more personal and intimate history. It enabled me to uncover Ajax’s
distinctiveness in very meaningful ways. There was a real eagerness by participants to share their
life stories with me, and to share what Ajax means to them. The benefits of oral history enables
historians to pay attention to things such as simply having good conversations and personal
connections to their participants. Even the interview locations I also found quite significant,
because they physically situated both the interviewer and interviewee into Ajax’s past through
certain places. In addition to driving around different areas around town with Anne, my
interview with Don was at Rotary Park by the lake, which was a popular hangout spot for him
during his early years. This demonstrates the real place attachment that participants have through
choosing spots to share personal memories, thus making the interview experience itself more
purposeful.
Conversations with participants also showed not only is there nostalgia for the past, but a
constant awareness of the present. It was important to recognize that despite the longing for
one’s early years, participants still have an affinity to Ajax today, which is ongoing. For instance,
Louise Johnson is still involved with her community like she always has, through the Bomb Girls
Legacy Committee. From this, I was struck by the level of enthusiasm expressed by people I
interacted with while conducting this project. They are still very active townsfolk, who engage
with the community, through matters of Town Council, history, charity, and fundraising. For
most of his life, Don has served the Town of Ajax through volunteering and fundraising, such as
the United Way to name a few, especially since giving back was a strong value instilled in him at
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a very young age.160 Finally, Mayor Steve Parish has been mayor of Ajax for over 20 years, and
continues to serve the town everyday as it continues to grow in the years to come.
My study about growing up in Ajax engages with the relationship between memory,
place, and change. What participants all shared in their thoughts about Ajax is the close
connection between the changes in their lifetime and their town’s transformations. Through oral
history, I revealed how strongly memory can re-create narratives of place, which is rooted in
change. Participants grew up with their town, and this in itself is what makes Ajax meaningful.
This is evident in many circumstances in which participants recalled new stores or houses, all the
while using their own life stages as useful “flag posts” to help them remember. This could be
their age, their son’s or daughter’s age, when they got married, or had their first child. Therefore,
the interview process was also guided by a tendency to blur one’s life into their community. This
speaks volumes to how sensitive participants were to Ajax’s changes. Even as a former resident
who also grew up in Ajax, I have also witnessed the transformations of my own community
around me. While Range Road itself, like the lakefront, remains the same, I recall watching the
new Lakeside subdivision being built to the west end of the road. There was mounds of dirt, as
well as new trees everywhere. Even as I continue to revisit Ajax today, I notice new places, or
old ones that disappeared. Despite all this, what remains permanent would always be the
lakefront.
Ajax demonstrates that each town has a valuable history lived and felt by its people who
want to share this history. The town is a unique especially within the Durham Municipality,
because other than Pickering Village, it has less heritage features as downtown Whitby or
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Oshawa.161 Due to its wartime roots, Ajax was this massive suburban project which eventually
dominated the area since the 1950s, and created a postwar small-town experience. It adds more
character to the entire Durham Municipality, even compared to other places with a more visibly
historic downtown. Through this project, I have unveiled a valuable story of Ajax which is rich
and distinct, especially in regards to a close-knit community. Finally, Ajax’s history of keeping
the lakefront a place of enjoyment, security, and activity makes it further stand out throughout
the entire Greater Toronto Area.
Most importantly, this was a story about a changing town, but also a town with very
humble roots. I return back to Anne’s own story of the Ajax Hospital from the introduction. It is
an important example of recalling one’s own life through the transformations of their
surroundings. Therefore, it is where people trace their lives within their own community, which
makes it impossible to separate. I conclude with a simple quote by Don, who adequately
describes what it is like to be a long-time Ajacian: “I think there still is that sense of community,
and that sense of wanting to make it the best place to live.”162
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This is not to deny the importance of heritage in Ajax. There is the Kinsmen Heritage Centre in North Ajax, as
well as many buildings such as the Arnold House on Church and Highway 2 and much more.
162
Terry, interview.
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